Unit 1 - 4

BULLETIN BOARD IDEAS:
1. GOD LOVES US ALL - Pictures of all kinds of people at different ages from prenatal, pregnant
women through the elderly and handicapped. Place at random. Glue a mirror on low enough for
the child to include himself.
2. GROWING, GROWING, GROWING (enlarge letters on each word) - same as above only age
levels are chronologically arranged. Add a sign over the mirror: "Growing In The Lord, Too!"
3. GROWTH CHART - Measure heights in the fall and in the spring. God loves us as we grow.
4. CHILDREN ARE A HERITAGE OF THE LORD - Put up each student's picture.
5. JESUS LOVES THE LITTLE CHILDREN - Have a bulletin board to go with the song.
6. CHILD OF THE WEEK - Each child brings in pictures of himself at various ages to put on a
board and he is the star of the week. Include favorite scripture.
7. GOD LOVES BABIES - Put baby Jesus picture in the middle; surround with baby pictures.
8. MYSTERY BABY - Secretly have a child bring a baby picture to hang up. Guess who? Or have
every child bring in a baby picture and current picture so the class can guess who belongs to each
picture.
9. CHANGES - Have baby items on one side strung to corresponding grown-up items.
10. HAPPY BIRTHDAY BABY JESUS - Make a birthday party bulletin board with Jesus at the
center. Have a party!
The most important thing a teacher can do is consciously think pro-life when planning her lessons and
when standing before the class. The children quite naturally receive the pro-life message because they feel
the rightness of it. It is a message that should flow naturally from the heart; preaching and negativism will
not touch children's hearts. Each child you teach was once a precious babe in the womb. We all need to
remember that!
*Good prenatal pictures that can be copied.
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